
STADIUM NAMING RIGHTS

The record for the highest amount paid for naming rights belongs to Scotiabank Arena. On August 29, , a year/$

And still but also to reinforce the last point too there are teams that you just can't touch yet? Co Coliseum
because of an agreement with Overstock. Please contact Lars Stegelmann. Depending on how you quantify it,
you could even make the argument that company value actually declines after purchasing the naming rights of
stadiums. Oakland Alameda-County Coliseum, Oakland Raiders This facility is a bit of an outlier, as it has
actually been under a few naming rights deals in its history, the most recent of which was O. For that matter,
all important seasonal games and playoff contests in all four major team sports garner valuable unpaid ad time
with every facility mention. We look at NFL stadiums without naming rights partners, and how their situations
differ. Let us know what you think in the comments. Are you a subscriber? Not in NY, anyways. In , it was
reported that the current highest value naming rights deal had been agreed in relation to the Scotiabank Arena ,
home of, amongst others, the iconic Toronto Maple Leafs 5. The concept of termination for events which may
be reputationally damaging are particularly sensitive. Naming rights sold to new venues have largely been
accepted, especially if the buyer is well-established and has strong local connections to the area, such as the
cases of Rich Stadium now New Era Field in the Buffalo suburb of Orchard Park , Heinz Field in Pittsburgh ,
and Coors Field in Denver. I don't believe I've never met one. Therefore, increasing stadium capacity and
stadium design, either by an expansion and redevelopment of a current stadium or the development of a new
stadium, optimises these valuable revenue streams. Conclusions Whilst the financial benefit for a club, and the
marketing benefit for the sponsor, is clear, as demonstrated above, both the sponsor and the club must be
particularly careful when considering a long-term stadium naming rights arrangement. It's simply to remind
people your brand of product s exist. When this succeeds, all of the partners involved stand to benefit from the
rising value of naming rights for years to come. GETTY 1 of 47 Can you name these famous football stadiums
and the teams that play in them from these aerial shots? Ultimately, though, money talks. Brand Awareness
Brand-building is a full-time pursuit of marketers, and major sports teams can create or enhance brand
awareness. Other examples[ edit ] While the highest prices have traditionally been paid for stadium rights,
many companies and individuals have found that selling their naming rights can be an important consideration
in funding their business. Therefore, a breach of an undertaking or warranty not to damage the reputation of
the other may fall within this category.


